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3-SAT is NP-complete when restricted to instances where each variable appears in at most four 

clauses. When no variable appears in more than three clauses, 3-SAT is trivial and SAT is NP- 

complete. When no variable appears in more than two clauses, SAT may be solved in linear time. 

1. Introduction 

Cook [l] has shown that 3-SAT, the Boolean satisfiability problem restricted to 
instances with exactly three variables per clause, is NP-complete. This is a tightest 
possible restriction on the number of variables in a clause because as Even et al. [2] 
demonstrate, 2-SAT is in P. Horowitz and Sahni [5] point up the importance of 
finding the strongest possible restrictions under which a problem remains NP- 
complete. First, this can help clarify the interesting boundary between problems 
known to be in P and those that are not. Second, it can make it easier to establish 
the NP-completeness of new problems by allowing easier transformations. (For a 
comprehensive treatment of the subject, see [3].) 

To prove the Euclidean travelling salesman problem NP-hard, Papadimitriou [6] 
first reduces 3-SAT to 3-SAT where each variable appears in at most five clauses. 
The question arises, are any further reductions in this direction possible? In this note 
we show that 3-SAT remains NP-complete even when each variable appears at most 
four times. Let r,s-SAT denote the class of instances with exactly r variables per 
clause and at most s occurrences per variable. We prove the 3,4-SAT result to be 
the strongest possible and show that 3,3-SAT is in fact trivial. In addition we show 
that the Boolean satisfiability problem is solvable in linear time if no variable ap- 
pears more than twice, regardless of the number of variables per clause. All Boolean 
expressions are taken to be in conjunctive normal form with no repeated variables 
in a clause. 

2. The reduction 

Start with any 3-SAT instance. For each variable x which appears in more than 
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three clauses (by ‘appears’ we mean that it or its complement is in the clause) 
perform the following procedure: Suppose x appears in k clauses. Create k new 
variables x ,, . . . . xk and replace the ith occurrence of x with xi, i = 1, . . . , k. Append 
the clause {x,vx~+,} for i=l,...,k-1 and the clause {Xkvn,}. 

In the new instance, the clause {XiVZ;+l} implies that if xi is false, xi+, must be 
false as well. The cyclic structure of the clauses therefore forces the xi to be either 
all true or all false, so the new instance is satisfiable if the original one is. Moreover 
the transformation requires polynomial time. We have proved: 

Theorem 2.1. Boolean satisfiability is NP-complete when restricted to instances 
with 2 or 3 variables per clause and at most 3 occurrences per variable. 

An amusing corollary is: 

Corollary 2.2. For any sr3, either (i) every Boolean expression with exactly 3 
variables per clause and no more than s occurrences per variable, is satisfiable, or 
(ii) 3,s-SAT is NP-complete. 

Proof. Suppose (i) does not hold, so an unsatisfiable expression in the variables 

x9 _Y, 2, . . . exists. Without loss of generality, the first clause of the expression includes 
an ‘x’, uncomplemented. Let B denote the rest of the expression; clearly we may 
assume that B is satisfiable. B now has the properties, that x appears at most s- 1 
times, and that it can only be satisfied when x is false. 

Now consider an arbitrary 3-SAT instance and perform the procedure in the con- 
struction from Theorem 2.1. For the ith clause, (aV6) containing two variables, 
append an ith copy of B using variables Xi, y. Z, I7 ,,“‘, and change the clause to 
(aV6vx;). So if (i) is false, then (ii) is true. Note that (i) and (ii) cannot both be 
true unless P=NP. 

Theorem 2.3. 3,4-St\T is NP-complete. 

Proof. The only thing lacking in the construction from Theorem 2.1 is that the 
clauses (XiVZi+,) contain only two variables. For each such clause, introduce a new 
variable _Yi, so that the clause becomes (xiVZj+, VJ~). Now note that we can force 
each yj to be true by means of the clauses below in which yi appears only three 
times. The construction is, we suspect, as small as possible. The first three clauses 
require y; to be true if any of the pairs aj, bj are both false; the other ten clauses 
force this to happen: 

{YVajVbj}, i= 1, . . . . 3, 

{djVDjV6j), {djVOjVbj), {djVajV6"}, j=1,...,3, 

G%V&V41. 

In the actual reduction, there would be a copy of the above for each _Yi; we have 
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suppressed the ‘i’ subscript of each variable for readability. If the original 3-SAT 
instance has m clauses, the 3,4 instance will have m+ 3m+39m=43m clauses. 

Corollary 2.2 and the algorithm in Section 3 demonstrate that there is no inter- 
mediate level of complexity in the 3,s~SAT problems between the virtually trivial and 
the NP-complete. The only unresolved case is 3,3-SAT. 

Theorem 2.4. Every instance of r,r-SAT is satisfiable. 

Proof. Denote the variables by x,,xz, . . . ,x, and the clauses by c,, . . . , cm where m s n 
(and m = n only if each variable appears in exactly r clauses). Let A =A,, . . . ,A, 
denote the family of (not necessarily distinct) sets of the xi defined by 

Ai = {xi (xiEci or xjEcj}. 

Consider any union of k of the sets Ai. Since each Ai contains r distinct elements 
and no xj is contained in more than r sets, the union contains at least k distinct 
elements. Then by the Philip Hall Theorem [4] there exists a system of distinct repre- 
sentatives of A. That is, there exists an injection from the clauses ci to the variables 
Xj such that each clause contains the variable (or the complement of the variable) 
it is mapped to. It is trivial given such a mapping to satisfy each clause, and hence 
the r,r-SAT instance. 

Conjecture 2.5. If ~12’~‘- 1, then every instance of r,s-SAT is satisfiable. 

The intuitive meaning of the 2’-’ - 1 term is the minimal number of clauses of 
size r required to force a variable to be true, if the ‘forcing’ variables are restricted 
to half of their possible truth values. For instance, only 7 of the 16 truth combina- 
tions of y, ,...,y4constraint toonevaluein theclauses {tVy,Vyz){tVy3Vy4}. In 
the 3,4 case, the analogous fraction is 37/64 which is more than l/2, so the ‘wave’ 
of implications from the y’s to z gets stronger and it is possible to force a contradic- 
tion. 

3. Polynomial algorithm for the 2-occurrence case 

In this section we show that the satisfiability problem is in P when no variable 
appears more than twice. 

Algorithm 3.1. Step 1. 

While there are clauses containing a single variable, do 

Begin Select such a clause. 
Assign to the variable in the clause the truth value necessary to 

make that clause true. 
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Simplify or remove the other clause where the variable appears. 
If a clause becomes false, stop: the instance has no solution. 

End 

Step 2. Stop, the instance has a solution. 

Note that a properly maintained list of the clauses containing one variable enables 
the algorithm to run in linear time (on a RAM). Step 2 requires some justification. 
We now outline a polynomial time constructive algorithm which is guaranteed to 
work. Define ‘flipping’ a variable to mean replacing it by its complement wherever 
it appears. If there is a variable which is uncomplemented in all (one or two) of its 
occurrences, assign it the value ‘true’ and remove all clauses containing it. If a 
variable is always complemented, flip it and do the same. We may now assume that 
the expression satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3.2. 

Lemma 3.2. An instance of SAT is satisfiable if: 
(i) all of its clauses contain more than one variable, and 

(ii) each variable appears once complemented and once uncomplemented. 

Proof. We show that after suitable flipping, assigning the value ‘true’ to all 
variables will satisfy the expression. If there are no clauses in which all variables are 
complemented, we are done. For ease we call these ‘all-camp’ clauses. Otherwise we 
look for a variable in an ‘all-camp’ clause which when flipped will reduce the 
number of all-camp clauses. Such a variable will exist unless every variable in an 
all-camp clause, in its other appearance, is the only uncomplemented variable in its 
clause. If this is the case, arbitrarily select one variable from an all-camp clause and 
flip it. Now consider the other variables (there must be at least one) in the other 
clause of the flipped variable. By the same reasoning, we can reduce the number of 
all-camp clauses by flipping one of them, unless each is the only uncomplemented 
variable in its other clause. In this case we again flip one variable arbitrarily and 
proceed. Each clause we proceed to in this way contains just one uncomplemented 
variable, or else the process terminates. But since we always get there via the un- 
complemented variable, and no variable appears in more than two clauses, we can 
never encounter the same clause twice. Therefore the process must terminate with 
a reduction in the number of all-camp clauses. 
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